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Cloudbet Casino Review

Cloudbet Crypto Casino welcomes anyone looking for a state-of-the-art gambling portal with free access to a large catalog of authentic slots from global providers. It offers a truly impressive selection of slot machines and models from other genres.

Clients also have games with real croupiers, jackpots, bonuses, free spins, tournaments, lotteries, a loyalty program and much more, as described in the Cloudbet Crypto Casino review.

Cloudbet Crypto Casino official website

The casino is decorated in a futuristic style. Dark shades predominate in the eye-pleasing colors. On the home page, colorful banners advertising bonuses, lotteries, cashback and tournaments are striking.

The navigation system is comfortable. The horizontal panel in the header of the site lists the categories of gambling games. On the left, a vertical menu opens with links to the main pages, FAQ, personal account and other sections.
https://www.ancestry24.com/

Cloudbet Casino Mirror

If crypto casino is blocked, the casino working mirror helps to solve access problems. Make sure you are allowed to use the site’s services. Check the list of excluded countries and other conditions.

Mobile version of crypto casino

Cloudbet Mobile Casino runs in a browser version. There is no need to download and install the application on a smartphone or tablet. The interface of Cloudbet mobile crypto casino is no less user-friendly than the desktop version of the site. All the main services are presented here: games, bonuses, tournaments, and so on.

Play at Cloudbet Casino online

Cloudbet crypto casino is owned by the company. Its head office is located in Curacao. The operator is licensed by the local gambling regulator. You can check the license on the official website of the Antillephone N.V. organization. Follow the link on the logo in the Cloudbet casino footer.

Cloudbet casino uses software from many world famous providers and young studios. Games are launched directly on the site. All popular browsers are supported. You do not need to install the program on your computer. There is also a mobile version, which is described below in the review.

Cloudbet casino slot machines are licensed. The reports of independent audit organizations are not published on the website. Cloudbet Crypto Casino has a Responsible Gaming Program. It consists of various options to help clients fight gambling addiction. Among them:

	Protection of minors
	Self-exclusion system
	Practical advice to potential gamers
	Test questionnaire and other features


The site is presented in Russian and English. The version selector is at the bottom of the vertical menu bar.

Sign up at Cloudbet Crypto Casino

To be able to play at Cloudbet Crypto Casino for real money and participate in promotions, you must register. The questionnaire is small. You only need to enter the following information:

	E-mail
	Password
	Currency
	Country of residence


Do not forget to agree with the rules by ticking the appropriate box. At the same stage, you can enter a bonus promotional code and subscribe to the newsletter by email. Immediately after registration, you will be automatically logged into your personal account, but the newbie still needs to confirm the specified e-mail.

Slots at Crypto Casino

By opening an account and funding your account at Cloudbet casino, you can play for money and for free in online games of several dozen developers, including Microgaming, NetEnt, Betsoft and other famous manufacturers.

In the lobby at crypto casino, they are divided into thematic categories:

	Slots – all slot machines
	Live casino – models with real croupiers
	Table games – roulettes, poker, blackjack, baccarat, craps and others
	Others – video poker, keno, race betting simulators, bingo, scratch cards and others


All groups have subsections. For example, popular slots and new slot machines are separated into separate groups. Picks of blackjack, roulette or video poker are also available. You can select models by provider or search for slots by name. It is allowed to test Cloudbet casino games for free in demo versions. NetEnt games cannot be opened in many countries. Restrictions may apply to the entire portfolio of the provider or individual video slots.

Live dealers

At Cloudbet Live Casino, customers play for real money with live dealers. In this subsection of the site, the games are also divided into groups:

	Roulette – an impressive selection of classic and rare models
	Blackjack – all kinds of American and European blackjack
	Poker games – Caribbean Stud, Three Card Poker, Texas Hold’em and other poker with a dealer
	Game Shows – Lightning Dice, Side Bet City, Deal or No Deal, Monopoly Live, Dream Catcher and other gambling games against live dealers
	Baccarat and Sic Bo – several variations


At Cloudbet Live Casino, there are different betting ranges at the tables. Dealers speak several languages. There can be no complaints about the convenience of the software and the quality of video broadcasting. All at the highest level.

Play at Cloudbet Casino for free without registration

By registering on the site, new customers do not receive the Cloudbet Casino no deposit bonus. They are offered bonus credits and free spins as part of the invitation package.

Bonuses

Cloudbet offers a pretty big welcome bonus. For the first deposit, the player will receive 100% bonus money up to 5 BTC. The minimum amount to receive a bonus is 0.01 BTC / BCH / ETH / 10 USDT. You have to be careful here: the “ceiling” of the bonus is separate for each cryptocurrency. If you are going to make a deposit in Bitcoin Cash, then your limit will not be equivalent to 5 BTC. In this case, the maximum amount of bonus funds will be 5 BCH.

Loyalty is rewarded with small but pleasant rewards. If you place real money bets from Monday to Saturday, on Sunday the player will receive 1 mBTC or the equivalent in ETH or BCH. But the daily rate must be at least 2 mBTC (or equivalent). But that’s not all. The site has a VIP Bitcoin Club, whose members get access to additional benefits: • Increased bet limits • Increased payout limits • Simplified disbursement process • Cashbacks and special bonuses • Personal managers and exclusive support • Special events and gifts



In general, the portal makes it so that it would be more profitable for players to place bets every day. At Cloudbet crypto casino, Monday deposits bring an additional 50% as a reload, where the maximum bonus amount is 25 mBTC. But if you top up your balance on Thursday, the same 50% of the deposit bonus can bring up to 50 mBTC.

Those who adore gambling competitions were not spared either. On weekends, online casinos hold tournaments with good prizes like 1500 free spins. The rules are extremely simple: every 1 mBTC spent on cryptocurrency games is worth 1 point. The top ten leaders of the table receive prizes.

Cloudbet Casino Free Spins

Free spins on slot machines are provided to Cloudbet Crypto Casino customers at different stages. For example, they are attached to the starting bonus. You can also get free spins through the Cloudbet Spin promotion.

As a rule, their number depends on the amount of the deposit. Payments received during prize spins must be wagered. The maximum winnings are also limited. All conditions are explained in detail on the official website.

Tournaments and races

Cloudbet Crypto Casino organizes free slot tournaments between customers. The winners are determined by the number of points scored. Prizewinners receive cash and other rewards. In addition, lottery draws are held. Tickets are issued for deposits. Money is at stake. For the schedule of tournaments and lotteries, as well as the rules for participation in events, check the website.

VIP club: privileges and loyalty program

All Cloudbet Casino real money customers earn points for their bets. One comp point is credited for every 0.00080 BTC. Initially accumulated points can be exchanged for lottery tickets. Subsequently, you can buy free spins for them.

According to the number of points, the players are awarded statuses. Ten levels are provided: from basic for beginners to VIP for the most active high rollers. Upgrading your status always means gifts and access to new privileges. Among them:

	Free spins
	Growing cashback
	Increasing bonuses
	Higher withdrawal limits
	Personal managers
	Individual no deposit and so on


More information about Cloudbet crypto casino statuses is available on the thematic page of the casino website.

Jackpots

Accumulative jackpots from NetEnt, Microgaming, Play’n GO, Red Tiger, iSoftBet and other famous providers are raffled at Cloudbet casinos. There is no separate group in the lobby for them, but a special search function allows you to display all progressive slots of certain brands.

Replenishment and payments

Cloudbet Casino accepts payments to:

	Bitcoin (BTC)
	Ethereum (ETH)
	Bitcoin Cash (BCH)
	Tether (USDT)
	Pax Gold (PAXG)
	USDC (USD Coin)


The currency must be indicated during registration. Please check the list of available payment systems directly for your country. The minimum deposit is 0.00016 BTC, but through most supported systems you can deposit at least 0.0020 BTC on your balance. Carefully read the Cloudbet bitcoin casino rules regarding all financial transactions. The administration may request copies of documents for identity verification.

How do I start playing for real money at Cloudbet Casino?

Games for money, bonuses and other services are available only to registered customers. Before replenishing your account, you need to fill in a profile with personal data in your profile. Enter first name, last name, phone number and date of birth.

Next, you need to select a payment system, indicate the amount of the deposit and follow the further prompts on the screen. You can order payments after you confirm your mobile phone number. Read more on how to withdraw money from Cloudbet crypto casino on the website.

Player support

Do you need professional help? Contact support. You can contact the support representatives via live chat or email.

All in all

This is a young crypto casino that can squeeze out the leaders of the industry. It attracts with an excellent selection of slot machines, a diversified customer reward system and other interesting services. Are you personally acquainted with Cloudbet Casino? Share your experience in the comments with newbies. Write a real review about Cloudbet Crypto Casino and give it an honest rating.

If you arm yourself with a magnifying glass, you will notice several disadvantages in terms of gambling and betting on the Cloud Bet website. The first concerns the vague mention of possible user transaction fees. The portal “reserves the right” to withdraw 5% of the commission from operations for crediting or withdrawing funds “to cover the costs of the transfer.” But in what particular cases does this right apply? It remains to be hoped that in exceptional cases.

The second is related to the unequal distribution of bonuses among portal users. Sports betting enthusiasts may be left with the impression that the portal takes them for granted, since most of the bonuses apply exclusively to online casinos. I would like the portal to pay more attention to cryptocurrency sports betting. At the same time, one cannot say that they are neglected – this part of the portal is made flawlessly.

In any case, the advantages of Cloudbet far outweigh the possible drawbacks: 1. Support for six cryptocurrencies 2. Large starting bonus 3. Variety of sports events 4. A decent collection of slot machines 5. Licensed 6. User anonymity 7. Low minimum bets 8. Serious approach to user funds security 9. Professional support 10. Great mobile version

It becomes clear why Cloudbet has become the choice of a huge number of crypto casino enthusiasts. With it, betting on bitcoins is not only profitable, but also extremely convenient. Therefore, if you like to bet on Bitcoin, Ethereum, Bitcoin Cash or Tether, the Cloudbet portal will definitely not disappoint.
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Best Malaysia Casino Sites Gambling in Malaysia can be quite a difficult issue due to the prevailing legal systems. Actually, Casino de Genting is the only land-based casino that is legally operated in the country, but the good news is that there are numerous… 
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High Limit Betting: Top Sites for Serious Gamblers In the dynamic world of sports gambling, the stakes can vary as widely as the sports themselves. From casual enthusiasts who place small, friendly wagers to add excitement to their game-watching experience, to seasoned bettors seeking… 
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